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Introduction

Results

Objective neuromuscular monitoring systems are rarely used
(only in 17% of patients) in the perioperative management of
patients who have received non-depolarizing muscle relaxants
(NDMR) [1]. Subjective neuromuscular monitoring methods,
used in less than 40% of patients receiving NDMR, include
visual and tactile assessments like a 5-second head lift, grip
strength, leg lift tests and measurement of respiratory
parameters like tidal volume, minute ventilation, vital capacity
and others [1]. All of these subjective tests are commonly
correlated with neuromuscular recovery but they are ultimately
unreliable and nonspecific. In reality, none of these subjective
clinical tests have a sensitivity greater than 0.35 or a positive
predictor value greater than 0.52 [1]. This leads to 20-40% of
patients arriving to the PACU with effects of residual
neuromuscular blockade that can lead to hypoxemic episodes,
airway obstruction, postop respiratory complications, muscle
weakness and intraoperative awareness [1]. Our goal in this
experiment was to develop a monitor that not only displays
T1:T4 ratio in a manner that is easy for anesthesia providers to
interpret, but also is practical for use in everyday anesthetic
encounters. Such a monitoring system would not only ease the
difficulty of monitoring neuromuscular blockade, but
hopefully also help prevent adverse outcomes associated with
residual blockade.

Using an Arduino and a 16x16 LED display, the monitor we created shows four separate
columns, each representing one of the four twitches in the train of four, and a row of four
lights in the upper right to show when the nerve stimulator is actually firing. When the nerve
stimulator cycles through a train of four stimulation, the monitor displays each twitch in order
and the strength of each twitch (the height of the column) is related to the full-strength twitch
that would be recorded after induction before pushing the muscle relaxant. The maximum
height of each column is ten LED’s high so by comparing the height of the T1 to T4, an
anesthesia provider can objectively assess whether a patient can be safely extubated without
risk of neuromuscular blockade. The sample size for our data collection was five people (two
S-AA’s, two C-AA’s, and an anesthesiologist) and they all responded to the ten patterns with
100 percent accuracy.

Materials & Methods
Materials: Arduino Mega, 16x16 LED Display, Wires, Arduino
Programming Application
1. Monitor was setup in clear view of test subject, using laptop
as power source.
2. The test subject was first asked if they knew at which T1:T4
ratio a patient is considered safe to extubate (0.9). If the test
subject was unsure of this value, the value was explained.
3. A brief explanation of the monitor was given as follows:
“This monitor is meant to display a T1, T2, T3, T4 graph. A
full twitch column is ten lights tall. The four lights in the
upper right-hand corner of the monitor represent the firing of
a twitch monitor, with the columns lighting up representing
the strength of the twitch shown from the patient.”
Pattern 5 was displayed at this time to give a visual
representation of the aspects of the monitor being referenced
in this explanation.
4. The first pattern was shown to the test subject, and the
subject was asked “Can this patient be safely extubated?”. The
subject would respond “yes” or “no”. Their response would
be noted and the same process repeated for the ten varying
patterns.
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